CHOICE POETRY.

The following ballad was sent us by Mr. Wm. Davis, of Pennypacker.


THE EXHIBITION PALACE OF 1853.

The structure is one of the most magnificent in the world.


THE FASHIONS OF THE DAY.

The following is a list of the most fashionable dress of the day:


THE WEEKLY REVIEW.

The following article is from the Weekly Review:


THE WANTED MAN.

The following article is from the Wanted Man:


THE AMERICAN WEEKLY.

The following article is from the American Weekly:


THE SPECIAL.

The following article is from the Special:


THE VICTORIAN AGE.

The following article is from the Victorian Age:


THE GRAND DIVERSE.

The following article is from the Grand Diverse:


THE SPLENDOR.

The following article is from the Splendor:


THE EXHIBITION PALACE OF 1853.

The structure is one of the most magnificent in the world.


THE WEEKLY REVIEW.

The following article is from the Weekly Review:


THE WANTED MAN.

The following article is from the Wanted Man:


THE AMERICAN WEEKLY.

The following article is from the American Weekly:


THE SPECIAL.

The following article is from the Special:


THE VICTORIAN AGE.

The following article is from the Victorian Age:


THE GRAND DIVERSE.

The following article is from the Grand Diverse:


THE SPLENDOR.
VALLEY SPIRIT—MARCH 20, '61.

ISSUES IN PERSUADABLE SOCIETY.

FRANKLIN.

The true principle of etiquette may be summed up in the vital idea of 'give grace, cause a favor'—the social art of life is so arranged that every person is conscious of the right to receive, and that everyone should have the right to be considered a human being.

As to the right to receive, the act of giving grace is not a mere formality, but an essential condition for the social stability of the community. Without this, there would be no possibility of the growth of human faculties and the development of personal character.

It must be noted, however, that the right to receive should not be abused, for it is a privilege which should be used wisely and responsively.

Another day brought a private letter from a young lady, and it was accompanied by a trifle of money. The young lady was a stranger, and my only impression of her was that she was a regular, hard-working lady. The money was all neatly folded, and the letter was written in clear, fair handwriting. It was a letter of thanks for a favor received, and it was sincere and grateful. The young lady had been kind to me, and I was pleased to receive such a letter.

She closed the letter with a request for a private interview. I was surprised, but I was glad to comply, for I felt that I could do something to help her. We met in a little room, and she told me her story. She was a spinster, and had been living in the country for many years. She had been married before, but her husband had died. She had been left with nothing, and she had been living on her own resources. She was a brave woman, and she had worked hard to support herself. She told me that she was willing to work, and that she would be happy to work. I was touched by her story, and I gave her some money to help her. She went away, and I felt that I had done something for her. I was glad to have helped her, and I was glad to have met her.
VALLEY SPIRIT—MARCH 20, '61.

The new federal government at Montgomery, Alabama, composed entirely of Democrats, has appointed Gen. William L. Yancey, of Alabama, as Secretary of War; Col. A. Holladay Means, as Secretary of the Interior; and William R. Palms, for the purpose, first, of securing the recognition by these four Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi, of the Confederacy, and second. The three states of the Confederacy, and the three states of the Union, have been recognized by the British, French, and Spanish governments.

The reason of the large number of letters and telegrams which have been sent to Washington and other cities, is that the Confederate government has been asked to initiate a movement for the immediate establishment of a military force in the South. This movement has been proposed by a number of senators and representatives of the Confederate States, and is also another indication of the growing strength of the Confederate government.
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